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Return to sender 

Between July 2012 and March 2013, artists Miguel Ângelo Rocha (b. 1964, Lisbon)  and Sara Bichão (b. 1986, 
Lisbon) established an epistolary relationship through email. A correspondence driven by the exchange of  
impressions, ideas and questions on the subject of Drawing: What is drawing? What can drawing do? Where 
does drawing lead us? Letters were exchanged using the specific language of drawing. Miguel Ângelo Rocha 
[M.A.R.] and Sara Bichão [S.B.] sent forth about forty question-answer drawings. Some of these postings are 
more immaterial than others, such as the configurations that appear in daydreams, visions informed by the 
memories or descriptions of that which is dreamt with open eyes; pursuing the unique ability of drawing to 
convey all of this in the same plane. The first letter that was sent contained a schematic with the instructions 
for a drawing. This letter is a drawing yet to be;  the correspondence focused on this work process. The drawings 
became drawings once  they were sent, addressed, received, exchanged; as in a conversation, one thing after 
the other.

*

Note. It should be stated that the author of this text has a particular fondness for the two mediums adopted by the 
artists for this dialogue: Drawing (the subject, the question, the thought process) and the Letter (the act of writing, 
the postal service, the correspondence). Finding our object of delight in everything and in everyone  is nothing 
new, yet it is always new to find new objects of delight. We put forward the idea that the essential meeting point 
between these two mediums is the specific time/space that corresponds to them, an intrinsic quality of the 
drawing and of the letter. We can also say that this time/space shares the same nature of the specific time/space 
of the art experience.

The foremost ambition when writing this text was to intercept the dialogue between M.A.R. and S.B., joining in 
on  this communication with “wings that beat”, as said by Rilke, in one of his letters to Marina Tsvétaïeva, during 
a three-way correspondence of varying intensity that took place during a summer, between Rilke, Pasternak and 
Tsvétaïeva. Given that we join in on this correspondence at a later moment, after it occurred, we find ourselves 
in the position of someone who discovers a set of string-bound letters, labeled “To be burnt”- the most violent 
of instructions,  and the most disobeyed. In this case the warning is the opposite; it might have been Drink me, 
as in the labels found by Alice through the looking-glass.

8. Desenho de desejo. 9. Desenho de memória. 10. Desenho-souvenir. 11. Desenho do desenho. Talvez seja desta 
última morada que a maioria dos desenhos de M.A.R. e S.B. nos são enviados: é desenho do desenho, aquele que 
se imagina para ilustrar a palavra desenho, a primeira imagem que ela carrega, uma para cada pessoa. Agora, 
conseguimos ver, que no seu conjunto, a correspondência entre M.A.R. e S.B. desenhou uma imensa espiral, 
que à medida que se afastou do seu centro se tornou mais aberta, traçando um arco cada vez mais abrangente; 
desenvolvendo um vocabulário feito a duas línguas. No início deu-se uma espécie de aprendizagem dessa 
gramática nova e comum – os artistas têm a capacidade de fazer a linguagem nova – e, a partir do momento que 
M.A.R. e S.B. fizeram deles essa nova expressão, puderam afastar-se e escrever de longe, à mesma distancia a 
que nós nos encontramos – por isso, percebemos esta nova linguagem – e é então a partir deste ponto que esta 
correspondência passa a sinalizar uma comunidade; passa a ser uma Carta Aberta.

Lisboa, abril de 2013

Maria do Mar Fazenda
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We follow Palomar; who, for reading a wave, sets off to observe a square meter of the ocean, in order to focus 
his attention on the development of a single wave; in the infinite lawn where he wishes to clear off the weeds 
from a planted field, and focus only on these weeds, separating them with his eye from lucerne, chaff and clover; 
When trying to prove he has no problem with the naked bosom of a woman on the beach, he walks by her too 
many times, in order to show off his stare, that stares while claiming not to. When looking up Drawing in a 
dictionary, the applications of its definitions in great-small sentences were more suggestive than the definitions 
themselves, giving us not only the confirmation that drawing is everywhere, but also the explanation that it is 
through Drawing that we can find meaning in things and in the world.

TWO (addition)

Villa des Arts, près l’avenue
De Clichy, peint Monsieur Renoir
Qui devant une épaule nue
Broie autre chose que du noir.

Stephane Mallarmé, Les Loisirs de la Poste, 1894

The correspondence between M.A.R. and S.B., made of drawings, distances itself from the surrealist game 
Cadavre exquis (although the rule of picking up from an element of the previous drawing is observed) but 
establishes a perfect relation with the epistolary genre that goes beyond the mere use of the mailing process: 
naming a sender, a recipient, dating, the notion of duration, etc. Some of the postings in this correspondence are 
indeed written letters. From the game, the idea of constructing an expression from two voices: a conversation. From 
the letter and the mail, the way of conceiving drawing as motion-thought.

In this correspondence we can find two different times: That of the journey/dialogue and that of the drawing/
letter - times that subtly travel from one to the other. The time of the exchange is characterized by a sort of oral 
communication, a more impulsive, less introspective discourse. It is set off by a will belonging to the realm 
of affinities. The participants in this correspondence met in the teacher/student condition, and their ages are 
about two decades apart. Correspondence and drawing even out those polarities, because of what each of these 
mediums requires of the person using them. We only have to consider the prolific correspondences between 
artists, from which we highlight that between Lygia Clark (Belo Horizonte, 1920 – Rio de Janeiro, 1988) and 
Hélio Oiticica (Rio de Janeiro, 1937 – Rio de Janeiro, 1980). They were set apart by different types of exiles, 
but turned that dialogue into a vital force in their work. We cannot pinpoint the exact moment when M.A.R. 
and S.B. realized that their mailings, their correspondence, could be made available to others, to us, when the 
contrary would be natural. The letters were meant from one to the other, carrying in each posting their respective 
discovery of the world. An exacerbated, yet not excessive ambition, as it uses drawing as a tool for thinking it. These 
letters are therefore gifts, like those Lewis Carroll (Daresbury, 1832 – Guildford, 1898) wrote to several Alices, 

ONE (subtraction)

Return to sender, address unknown.
No such person, no such zone.

Elvis Presley, 1962

Let us begin by the drive of M.A.R. and S.B., with what led them to this correspondence: Drawing. To discuss 
drawing, to look for a definition of drawing. At this point, the focus was not on the act (to draw) but on the idea 
(drawing). In a recent text that attempts a definition of drawing, it is mentioned that drawing is no longer a 
verb,  as proclaimed by Richard Serra in the 60s, but a noun; a broad linguistic figure, that can be assigned  the 
semantic function of idea in a sentence. 

To attempt a definition of Drawing is a continuously reprised task, pertinent in various fields. Drawing 
has a democratic range; probably based on the principle that everyone has always known what drawing is, 
because everyone has always known how to draw. This is not the same as saying that drawing is everywhere 
or that drawing is communication, as suggested in several anthologies  of texts and essays on the subject 
of Drawing. The classic example of the presence of drawing in everyday life, mostly found in Anglo-Saxon 
research, is the doodle: The drawing made while talking on the phone. This presence of drawing in our 
lives has been obliterated since our conversations on the telephone (meanwhile radically replaced by the 
cell phone) started taking place while in motion and with our hands busy with a second task that requires 
parallel attention. Another recurring example, of drawing as communication, is that of drawings containing 
directions for a particular itinerary (a map). Roland Barthes refers in Empire of Signs that the streets in Tokyo 
had no names or numbers, which caused people to resort to impromptu drawings for every appointment, 
invitation or sightseeing suggestion. It was never necessary to test the veracity of this statement, as it was 
always refuted by Barthes’ fondness for this way of thinking the city and forwarding it to others. Needless to 
say that the drawing that indicates a path, the drawing of space - the map - was always second choice to the 
spoken word: “go there and then ask again”, and they have both been surpassed by online search engines. 
The feature that keeps standing out in revealing the universal nature of drawing is the fact that children 
draw. Not the fact that they can draw, but that they know what drawing is. They know it because they have 
the ability to concentrate for the period of time required by drawing. Perhaps drawing is a form of time. 
If that even makes any sense. A form of time. Evidence that drawing is everywhere are the coincidences 
and serendipity of things that are driven to us. In the week this text began to be drawn, a letter  written to 
his son by British biologist Francis Crick, co-discoverer of the double-helix structure of DNA, was auctioned. 
Six pages with large spacing between lines, and a drawing of a sinusoidal schematic, explaining to a twelve year 
old child the discovery that life generates life. That page is a drawing, not a mere document, partially because 
it emanates from that particular time known to children, the time of discovery. Drawing is a form of thought.

The river draws a curve. The dress draws her hips, The context of the situation, firstly, drew us. To draw a landscape 
with colored pencils. To draw up a plan. The teacher drew a circle on the blackboard. The child drew on the living 
room walls. A figure is drawn in the window-frame. The ball drew an arc.
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THREE (multiplication)

To draw by borrowed hand.

Miguel Ângelo Rocha

When is the answer to the letter complete?
When it becomes a question.

Sara Bichão

The two first postings are undated. From: M. A. R. to: S. B. A schematic containing instructions for drawing a 
drawing, encrypted, and only legible to the person who is drawing. From: S.B. to M. A. R. The original schematic 
is embedded in the drawing that was made according to the instructions to draw a drawing. These two postings use 
the same type of medium: pages from Moleskine notebooks, although of different dimensions. The first has the 
(portable) size of a pocket notebook, the second has a (household) size close to A4. The first page is on blank paper 
(free), the second on lined paper (organized). The first posting uses diagrams, symbols and text and is drawn 
using a single thin-line black pen. The second posting overlays different types of register on the lined page: the 
schematic imprint, the inscription, using different kinds of pens, the division of the page with an adhesive tape. 
Some of these fragments are filled with white ink or correction fluid. In response, two postings, that, like the first 
two, are the only composed of a single drawing. 22/7/2012, from: M.A.R. to: S.B.The medium (rice paper) and 
the fountain pen (Mont Blanc) are used in most of the postings by M.A.R. during this correspondence. Waves 
at Sea. A drawing-schematic recording a cyclical motion. 23/7/2012, from: S.B. to: M.A.R. A drawing-object of  
square shape and small dimensions. The whole surface of the paper is sealed by the meticulous application of a 
thin white adhesive tape. (surprisingly, I find, in this drawing, the drawing by Agnes Martin, already mentioned 
in this text). 25/7/2012 The posting has two types of register in every page: geometrical forms, and perpendicular 
lines in somewhat tight grids, somewhat orthogonal to the paper’s margin; serpentine-lines, star-points and 
void-spaces made by a free, precise and unconformable hand. 30/7/2012 Posting composed  of six drawings, 
detailing each of the elements mentioned in the previous post. X and Y axes; meridians; front and verse; mark; 
figure. The natural elements and their representation. Geometrical forms as abstractions of the real world. 
The circle and the triangle. Energy between bodies. The grid that separates us from all things. The grid as a 
measurement unit. The net of the tightrope walker. The trance. The specific focus of drawing. One thing after 
the other.

This correspondence was thus declared as thought-motion or as visceral-thought, as  Miguel Ângelo Rocha  
described it. A metabolism, as Sara Bichão suggested, that allowed for finding a meaning to Drawing through 
drawing and everything it encompasses: spontaneity, creative speculation, experimentation, directness, simplicity, 
abbreviation, expressiveness, immediacy, personal vision, technical diversity, modesty of means, rawness, 
fragmentation, discontinuity, unfinishedness, open-endeness, as Michael Craig-Martin (b. 1941, Dublin) 
attempted to define it. The present set of drawings that makes up this correspondence also comprises the 
definitions mapped in a text by Carla Zaccagnini (b. 1973, Buenos Aires), that served as an introduction to 
a drawing collection: Eleven drawings. 1. Telephone drawing. 2. Note-drawing. 3. Map-drawing. 4. Illustrative 

but unlike those by the writer and mathematician, the postings to/from M.A.R. and S.B. require a reply. There 
are also correspondences that only look for an answer. Although delivered by hand, the exchange between 
Robert Rauschenberg’s  (Port Arthur, Texas, 1925 – Captiva, Florida, 2008) audacity and Willem de Kooning’s  
(Rotterdam, 1904 – New York, 1997) reluctance resulted in a  correspondence that was as famous as it was brief. 
ERASED DE KOONING DRAWING / ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG / 1953 is a drawing made by two 
hands, written in two languages - inscribed in graphite by the hand of the Abstract Expressionism painter; 
carefully erased by the Pop Art predecessor artist. This episode, like all narratives, leads us from one point to 
another, and conveys a both visual and graphical expression to drawing. In this sense, it is relevant to refer 
that in Greek the word Graphe does not distinguish between drawing and writing; as there is no difference 
in the time required by each of these actions. The letter (and mailing) adds other times to this correspondence 
made of drawings: the time of writing, the time of sending, the time of reading - all their specificity and 
immersion is condensed in several paintings by Johannes Vermeer (Delft, 1632 – Delft, 1675). This sort 
of infallibility of correspondence is revealed by the acquisition of a small drawing by Agnes Martin (1912, 
Maklin, Canada – 2004, Taos, New Mexico), by a very young Richard Tuttle (b. 1941, New Jersey) on their 
first meeting, signaling the very close relation between the two artists, that would last until Martin’s death. 
Tuttle invariably refers this episode in interviews  to evoke the immanence of Martin in his work, always 
reprising the idea that Grass (1963) - the small drawing in ink on paper of a tight monochromatic grid - has 
as much to teach him today as he sensed it would when he first encountered it.

The genealogy of this correspondence unfolds into several models. The correspondence between writers (e.g. Sá 
Carneiro/Pessoa),  thinkers (e.g. Adorno/Benjamin), artists (e.g. Vieira/Cesariny) that was made public; The 
literary genre that uses the epistolary structure (e.g. As Cartas Portuguesas -  Letters of a Portuguese Nun), the 
letter format  (e.g. Letter to Father, by Franz Kafka), the letter dynamic (e.g. The Post Card, by Jacques Derrida), 
etc.; On the other hand, the use of correspondence as visual production might share that inaugural point in 
the aesthetics of literature started by Stéphane Mallarmé (Paris, 1842 – Valvins, 1898)  who, in Les Loisirs de 
la Poste (Leisures of the Post) combines, in exciting manner, writing, the medium of the letter  (the envelope, 
more precisely), and drawing: In the limited space of the envelope, using the area assigned to the recipient’s 
address, Mallarmé wrote brief musical quatrains that included the name and the address of the letter’s 
recipient. The poet stirred, in this way, the institutional connection between private spheres, complimenting 
the delay of mail, the detour to the path, the involvement of the intermediary (the other) in the correspondence. 
These brief poems inscribed in the specific object that is the letter share the same qualities of drawing as a 
repository of memories, observations and possibilities.
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drawing. 5. Descriptive drawing. 6. Instructions drawing. 7. Project drawing. 8. Wishful drawing,  9. Memory drawing. 
10. Souvenir-drawing. 11. Drawing of the drawing. It is perhaps from this latter address that most of the drawings 
by M.A.R and S.B. are sent to us: The drawing of the drawing, that which is imagined in order to illustrate the 
word drawing, the  first  image it conveys, a different one for each person. We can now see that, as a whole, the 
correspondence between M.A.R. and S.B. has drawn an immense spiral, that became looser as it moved away 
from its center, drawing an increasingly comprehensive arc; developing a vocabulary derived from two languages. 
At first there was a sort of learning of that new shared grammar - artists have the ability to make language new - and, 
from the moment M.A.R. and S.B. made that new form of expression their own, they were able to step away and 
write from afar, from the same distance we stand; We therefore understand this new language - and it is from 
this point that this correspondence signals a community: It becomes an Open Letter.

Lisbon, April 2013

Maria do Mar Fazenda
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